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Abstract

A corpus of 413 Palestinian surnames was collected from several cities, towns, villages
and refugee camps on the West Bank and classified into twelve categories: 1. Animals, Birds
and Insects, 2. Occupations, 3. Instruments, 4. Personal Characteristics,S. Plants, 6. Food,
7. Natural Phenomena, 8. Historical, 9. Places, 10. Religious, 11. Foreign (Non-Arabic), and
12. Unknown. This study, the first of its kind to be conducted on the West Bank, sheds light
on some important aspects of Palestinian onomastics and cultural heritage as manifested in
Palestinian occupations both extant and extinct, personal characteristics, places, religion,
food, flora and fauna of Palestine.

*****
The study of nicknames and family names is an important area in

onomastics. For an excellent and exhaustive resource on this subject, see
Edwin Lawson's annotated bibliography which appeared in 1990 in this
journal.

The investigation of Arabic nicknames and family names is scanty. In
one study, Richard T. Antoun indicates that occupation names and origin
names occasionally provide ethnographic or historical information. He
also adds that nicknames have structural significance, distinguishing both
individuals and groups. He classifies nicknames into five categories: l.
descriptive nicknames, 2. occupational nicknames, 3. nicknames that refer
to personal traits, 4. personal appearance, and 5. nicknames that refer to
specific events. Finally, he discusses social control in using nicknames in
the context of the Islamic ethic. Other than Antoun's study, there is a
limited number of studies dealing with Arabic names and name-giving.2
To our knowledge, apart from Antoun's and the studies by Hanna Tushyeh,
et aI., and F. Lewitter, et aI., there are virtually no studies dealing with
Palestinian names in general and no studies that are primarily devoted to
Palestinian nicknames.

Method

In November and December 1990, we collected a sample of 413 family
nicknames with the help of student informants from An-Najah National
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University, Nablus, and Bethlehem University, both on the West Bank.
These surnames were collected from Palestinian cities, towns, villages, and
refugee camps in the northern part of the West Bank including the cities
of Jenin, Nablus, Thlkarm, Qalqilya, and the neighboring villages and
refugee camps as well as from the southern part of the West Bank including
the cities of Bethlehem, Beit J ala, Beit Sahour, Hebron, and Helhoul and
the nearby villages and refugee camps.

We chose fifty student informants from both An-Naja University and
Bethlehem University, all in their third and fourth years. 1\venty inform-
ants were males while ten were females. All these informants were native
to the city, town, village, and refugee camp from which they were re-
quired to collect surnames and knew personally most of the families in
their localities. We explained to the informants what nicknames and
surnames meant. Then each informant was asked to collect as many
surnames from his or her locality as possible, and these surnames were
later handed over to us. After receiving the body of Palestinian sur-
names, we classified them into twelve categories: 1. animals, birds, and
insects; 2. occupations; 3. instruments; 4. personal characteristics (a.
physical characteristics and b. personality characteristics); 5. plants; 6.
food; 7. natural phenomena; 8. historical; 9. places; 10. religious; 11.
foreign (non-Arabic); and 12. unknown.

Results

We collected a total of 413 surnames, of which 21 were duplicates and
9 were not clear. Table 1 shows the twelve categories we devised, with
examples. Complete data is listed in the appendix.

We felt that the five original categories of Antoun were insufficient for
the purposes of this study. Many surnames simply did not fit any of his
categories. Furthermore, the rich variety of surnames in this study war-
ranted classifying them into twelve categories.

Discussion

This investigation of Palestinian surnames reveals several significant
facts about family surnames in Palestinian society. First of all, there is a
relatively large number of categories under which these Palestinian sur-
names can be classified. Second, this investigation reflects the wealth of
flora and fauna in Palestine because Palestine in general is a fertile
country. Third, and most significantly, this investigation demonstrates an
important aspect of Palestinian cultural heritage as indicated by the large



Category and Examples

1. Animals, Birds, Insects
Abu-Diab 'father of wolves,' Fahd 'a leopard'

2. Occupations
Banna 'a builder,' Dallal 'an auctioneer'

3. Instruments
Abu-Minshar 'father [or wielder] of a saw'
Bakraj 'coffee or tea pot'

4. Personal Characteristics
a. Physical Characteristics

Abu-Karsh 'father of the big belly'
A9raj 'a lame person'

b. Personality Characteristics
Ghadban 'angry,' Kamal 'perfectness'

5. Plants
Baamaya 'okra,' Kuusa 'squash'

6. Food
Abu-Iubneh 'father of cheese'
Abu-Laban. 'father of milk'

7. Natural Phenomena
Bahr 'sea,' Thalji 'snowy'

8. Historical
Saleebi 'Crusader'

9. Places
Baghdaadi' man from Baghdad'
Masri' man from Egypt'

10. Religious
Abdul-Baaqui 'slave of the Everlasting (God)'
Shukra//ah 'thanks be to God'

11. Foreign (Non-Arab)
Iskandar, 'Turkish form of Alexander'
Shakhshgeer 'baggy trousers'

12. Unknown
Battah, Hajim

Total

Palestine Surnames 239

Number Percentage

55 13.3%

54 13.1%

22 5.3%

56 13.6%

73 17.7%

29 7.0%

13 3.1%

31 3.1%

1 0.2%

36 8.7%

43 10.4%

92 20%

9 2.2%

413 99.9%

number of occupations some of which had already become extinct, such
as Qanawati 'one who digs canals' and Saqqa 'one who peddles water.'

There are some salient characteristics of the Palestinian family nick-
names in this investigation. First of all, there are variations of the same
surname, These variations take the form of 1. singular or pIural (e.g.,
Wahsh 'beast,; Wuhoush 'beasts.'), 2. male or female (e.g., Sakhil ~he-
goat,' Sakh/eh. 'she-goat'), or 3. standard Arabic or colloquial Arabic (e.g.,
Qitt 'male cat,' Biss 'male cat').
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Secondly, a relatively large number of the family nicknames in this
study begin with the prefiXAbu-, which in most cases means "father of,"
as in the example provided by Antoun:Abu-i/-9itham3 jatherofbones, 'but
in other cases means "wielder of" as in one of the surnames in this
investigation: Abu-Minshar 'wielder of a saw.' See also the article by Ishaq
Qutub for the significance of Abu- in addressing a married man in Arab
society, for example, Abu- 'father of' is prefixed to the first name of the
oldest son in the family as a sign of respect for the father (Qutub 5).

Third, a large number of the religious surnames in this investigation
begin with Abed 'obedient to submitted to/surrendered to.' This is usually
compounded with one of the many names of Almighty God, who, accord-
ing to Muslim tradition, has ninety-nine names. Thus we have, for example,
Abdel- Rahim 'obedient to the Merciful (God),' and Abdel-Iabbar 'sub-
mitted to the Powerful (God).'

Fourth, surnames that come from placenames, called nisba names,4
are mostly from cities, towns, and villages in the West Bank, although there
are some exceptions, such as Sham; from Sham 'Syria,' Masri from Masr
'Egypt.' Masri means "Egyptian man"; a different inflection would indi-
cate an Egyptian woman: masriya. But it should be noted that all the nisba
nicknames in this investigation are masculine not feminine.

Some nicknames reveal the influence of other Arabic dialects on the
Palestinian Arabic dialect. Thus, for example, Qatu 'kitten' is of Kuwait
Arabic origin because many Palestinians used to work in Kuwait.

A very small number of the Palestinian surnames in this .investigation
are really diminutives which, according to M. Aziz F. Yassin, are used for
endearment, affection, derogation, and insult ('~rabian Way"). The
diminutives in this study are Budair 'small full moon,' 9utair 'full of
aromatic smell,' and 9ubaid 'small slave.'

The data reveal the richness and variety of surnames in the Palestinian
Arab culture. To Americans, the surnames indicate the complexity of the
process of giving surnames in the Palestinian Arab culture. To Arabs, how-
ever, the surnames in this study mean pride in their colorful old heritage.

Some surnames are more common than others. Surnames indicating
personal characteristics; occupations; animals, birds, and insects; and
religion are far more frequent than surnames indicating other categories
(see Table 1). The most frequent category is that indicating personal char-
acteristics, which includes both physical characteristics and personality
traits. This high frequency can be explained by pointing out that Arabs in
general are very proud of themselves and their good characteristics which
constitute an everlasting source of pride, fulfillment, and accomplishment.

There is a significant difference in the data between Christian and
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Muslim surnames. Surnames beginning with Abed 'submitted to (God),'
such asAbde/-Rahim 'submitted to the Merciful (God)' are predominantly
Muslim. Conversely, the surname Khoury. 'priest' is a Christian one par
excellence.

The occupations category shows a rural society. The predominant oc-
cupations are those dealing with rural and primitive occupations, such as
Nakhkha/ 'oran sifter.' This occupation is a true picture of Palestinian rural
society. The or an sifter used to separate the grains from the stalks and other
parts of the plants which are used as animal fodder. Similarly, So/an 'one
who cuts wool from sheep and goats' reflects a rural occupation.

Some names reveal old occupations that still exist on the West Bank.
These include Fakhuri 'potter,' Haddad 'blacksmith,' and Khabbaz 'baker.'
On the other hand, the surname Qanawati 'canal digger,' held by many
Christians in Bethlehem, refers to an extinct occupation. Water was and
still is not plentiful in the Hold Land. The occupation of a canal digger
was important. There is a well-known tradition that the ancestor of the
Qanawati family used to dig up canals to bring water from King Solomon's
Pools south of Bethlehem to Jerusalem.

Names coming from other occupations, such as Awwaad 'lute player,'
Tabbaal 'drummer,' and Zammaar 'flute singer,' reveal the musical heritage
of the Palestinian Aral society. Lutes are very common in Palestinian society.
In fact, the lute player is an integral part of the Palestinian musical folklore.
In happy occasions such as weddings, before the Intifada, the lute player was
the dominant figure in popular parties, weddings, and festivals.

Surnames referring to places are mostly nisba names derived from
villages, towns, and cities in the West Bank. However, there are some cases
of surnames that are derived from other Arab countries such as Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, and Morocco as well as some Arab cities such as Aleppo
and Baghdad. In most cases, the ancestors bearing these surnames actually
came from these countries and cities and settled in Palestine. The develop-
ment of these surnames is certainly not a recent phenomenon because, as
the investigators found out, these surnames originated in the eighteenth
and the nineteenth centuries.

In the appendix, we list the family surnames under our twelve
categories. Each family surname is first written in English script, then in
transliteration, then its English meaning is given, and finally it is written
in Arabic script. The Arabic definite article a/- 'the' has been omitted in
all family surnames that begin with this definite article.

Bethlehem University, Bethlehem, West Bank
An-Najah National Universi~y, Nablus, West Bank
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Notes

1. We would like to thank Professor Edwin D. Lawson of the State University of New
York College at Fredonia for his insightful comments and helpful suggestions on an earlier
version of this paper.

2. See for example, the articles by Allen; Qutub; Yassin (two articles); Oman ("Per-
sonal Names in Southern Region") and in Arioli, et al. and Nubani (1983), Abdel-Jawad;
and Tushyeh, et al.

3. The conventional symbol 9 represents the sound of ayin, a pharyngeal fricative.
4. Clifford Geertz explains nisba names as follows: "Nisba itself ... refers to a com-

bination of morphological, grammatical, and semantic process which consists of transform-
ing a noun into what we would call a relative adjective but what for the Arab becomes just
another sort of noun by adding i (f., iya): masri (Egyptian man) masri (Egyptian women)"
(51).
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Palestinian Sunlalnes Derived from Nicknames Classified by Categories

1. Animals, Birds, and Insects

Name in Roman Phonetic Meaning Name in
Alphabet Transcription Arabic

1. Abu-Diab 'abu-diab father of wolves ,,:,t-~-'1'
2. Abu-EI-Kalbat 'abu-al-kalbat father of bitches (dogs) .:.~I~I

3. Abu-EI-Hayyat 'ab-al-~ayyat father of the snakes .:.\,...JI~I

4. Abu-Ghazal(a) 'abu-gazal(a) father of m. or f. deer JI,;.J",I

5. Abu-Habash 'abu-qaba~ father of a turkey ..;....,.",1
6. Abu-Namleh 'abu-namle father of an ant -W~I

7. Abu-Namus 'abu-namus father of mosquitoes ~I;~I

8. Abu-Samak 'abu-samak father of fish a....- ",'
9. Abu-Saqr 'abu-~aqr father of a falcon J--~I

10. Abu-Qamil Cilbu-qamil father of lice J-.-,.i ",I

11. Aloul 'iilul a big ox ~ ..
12. Aqrab/Aqraba I'aqrab/aqraba a m. or f. scorpion icJ-1 ,,:,';'
13. Arnab 'arnab a m. rabbit ~""I
14. Asfour 'asfur a bird ;--
15. Baghil/Baghla bagil/bagle a m. mule or a f. mule aJ.i...:/~

16. Barageeth barag:l,t fleas ~I.r.
17. Dabi9 dabi'a a hyena ~
18. Deek dlk a rooster ~~
19. Douda dude a worm • ..1),)

20. Fahd fahd a leopard ~
21. Froukh fru~ broilers tJ~
22. Hamama haimame a pigeon ~t-.
23. Hanash ~ana~ a male serpent ...;-....:-
24. Hassoun ~asun a nightingale ..:.
25. Hudhud hudhud a cardinal ~"'-A
26. Ghoul gul a ghoul ~
27. Hardhon l}arg6n a large lizard ~J.,-
28. Ibsais 'i.bsais a kitten ~I

29.Ijil Jijil a calf ~
30. Jahsh jaQ~ a small donkey ~
31. Jaaja faje a hen ~~
32. Jamel jamel a camel ~
33. Jaamous famus a buffalo ~4
34. Jaraad jarad locusts ,)~

35. Jidi jidi a kid lS~

36. Jindab jindab a grasshopper ":,,.a......:..:-
37. Kharaouf haruf a male sheep ~w
38. Nimr nimr a tiger -----..;
39. Qamleh qamle a louse --.w
40. Qaraadeh qarade a horsefly .,)I~

41. Qitt qi! a male cat .J.....;
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42. Reesha rlSa a feather ~
43. Sabi9 sabi'a a lion ~
44. Sakhi1(a) sa~i1(e) a baby kid ili-I ~

45.Saqr ~aqr a falcon ;.--
46. Sarsour ~ar~ur a cockroach ,4----#""'"

47. Shahrouri ~attruri m. adj. from nightingale IU~

48.Shunnaar ~unar a pheasant l:-......:.J

49. Si9daan si-adan a monkey ~I~

50.Sous ~u~ a chicken ..n---
51. Thawr lawr a bull ~
52. VVahsh/VVuhoush wa1}s/wu~us a beast/beasts ..;.,..., 1...;...-,
53. Zaagha zaga a kind of black bird ~!i
54. Zaghloul zaglul a baby pigeon J.----I;;

2. Occupations

1. Asta 'asta head waiter .J....-I

2. Attaar t'at~r one who sells spices ,JtJ-

3. Awwaad £awad a lute player ,).;....

4. Assaali (asali one who sells honey J--
5. Banna bana a builder .~
6. Baasha basa a pasha (Turkish title ~~

for nobles)
,:-h7. Bawwaab bawab a door-keeper

8. Bayyaari bayari a citrus grove keeper .s.,,~
9. Beetaar bllar a horse-shoe maker JL..-Ja..:

10. Bustanji bustanji a gardener ~
11. Dallaal dalal an auctioneer J'J,)

12. Fakhouri feHJuri a potter ~Ii

13. Falaki falaki an astronomer .....----SJi

14. Faaris faris a horseman V"Jl-i

15. Farraan faran a baker ~I~
16. Fawwaal fawal bean-cook J~
17. Haddaad ~adad a blacksmith ,)Il..-

18. Iskaafi 'iskafi shoe-maker ",~I

19. Jaabi j.abi bill collector ~~
20. Jallaad jalad tanner ,)~

21. Hamaami hamami public bath owner ..,--t-,
Jk-22. Jazzaar jazar butcher

23. Jizmaawi jizmawi shoe-maker ..sJ1.~
24. Jundi jundi soldier tS~

25. Kababji kababji kebab-maker ~~
26. Kassaab kasab oil-cake maker ":,,t-..:..s
27. Kayyaali k8lyali a person who weighs ..,---lts
28. Khabbaaz ~abaz a baker ;~
29. Kharraaz haraz bead maker ;I~..,
30. Khayyaat ~ayat tailor j,,~

31. Khudari ~u?ari vegetable-seller ~
32. Lahhaam laham butcher rt-:J
33. Mallaah malal} crewman on ship cL-
34. Mughanni mugani singer ~
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35. Nakhkhaal na~~n oran sifter JL-::
36. Najjaar najar carpenter L...:.:./ .
37. Naatour mitur guard ~I;

38. Qaadi qa4i judge v----ioft

39. Qanawaati qanaw~hi canal digger ~~
40. Qassees qasl1 priest ~
41. Raa9i rarai shepherd ..,--1./
42. Rahhaal rahal explorer Jt--:
43.Sabbaagh sabag tanner tl:---
44. Samkari samkari plumber \S~

45. Sammaan saman grocer u'---
46.Saqqaa saqa water controller i.-
47. Sarouji saruji saddler ~
48. Shaa9ir ~a'ir a poet "L.-...:.
49. Sofaan ~6fan a person who cuts wool vt;~
50. Tabbaal tabal drummer JL-.:J..
51. Tabbaakh tabah cook tL-.:-l-'t
52. Tahhaan tahan miller uL.......J.
53. Zammaar iamar flute singer

.•L-;

3. Instruments

1. Abu-Hadeeda 'abu-1}adlde father of iron .a.r~hl

2. Abu-Hataba 'abu-I}a~abe father of a piece of lumber ~~I
3. Abu-Harba 'abu-1}arbe father of a harpoon L-.."...~I
4. Abu-9iraam 'abu1iram father of the heaper r~~1

(e.g., grain or vegetables)
S. Abu-Loaha 'abu-16~a father of a wooden board ~~I

6. Abu-Minshaar 'abu-min~~r father of a saw ./~~I

7. Abu-Sham9a 'abu-~am'a a father of a candle ~~I

8. Amoudi camudi straight as a pillar \S~ ••

9. Bakraj bakraj tea or coffee pot ~
10. Barmeel barmn barrel J...---"e"
11. Dabbous dab us pin ~.)

12. Mismaar mismar nail ./'---
13. Nus-Ratil nU!i-rat.i1 half a pound ~./..,:.
14. Nus-Waqiyya nu~-waqiya half an ounce y,..,:.
15. Qanaadeelo qanadno his lamps ,Jc.)~

16.QufJah qufa a leather basket ---17. Sahhaara ~a~ara a wooden crate •./t.--
18. Saqful-Hayt saqful-~a}1 the roof or ceiling ~1Ul-

19. Shilla ~ila fleece ...L.-.:
20. Tabanja ~abanja a revolver ~
21. Zeer zlr a large jug .---;
22. Zirr zir a button .N

4. Personal Characteristics
a. Physical characteristics

1. Abyad 'abyaq white ~,
2. Abu-9aita 'abu-faita father of crying ~y.'
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3. Abu-9asba 'abu-(asba father of a bandage ~~I
4. Abu-al-aqra9 'abu-al:'aqr'a father of the bald V11~1

5. Abu-daranah 'abu-darane father of a lump ";eI.)~1

6. Abu-denain 'abu-denain father of ears ~.ll\~l

7. Abu-al-9uyoun 'abu-al--Uyun father of eyes ~I~I

8. Abu-Karsh 'abu-kar~ father of the belly ..;.,}~I

9. Abu-ir-rous 'abu-ir-rus father of heads V":)I~I

10. Abu-Saib9ah 'abu-~aib'a father of the little finger ~~I

11. Abu-Samrah 'abu-samra father of the brown skin •.I"--~I

12. Abu-Shamah 'abu-:~ama father of a mole ~HI

(skin blemish)
13. Abu-Shanab 'abu-~af1ab father of a moustache ~~I

14. Abu-Shaqdam 'abu-~aqdam father of a grasshopper r~~1

15. Abu-Shawaarib 'abu-~awarib father of the moustaches ":"'.II,.:~1

16. Abu-Shaqra 'abu-~aqra father of fair skin .~~I

17. Abu-snaan 'abu-snan father of teeth ~t:-. HI

18. Abu-Sh9ar 'abu-~a'ar father of hair ~HI

19. Abu-Zahra 'abu-zahra father of the flower ."...--.A; HI

20. Aghbar 'agber dust colored/dark ~I

21. Ashqar 'a~qar fair haired, blond .}--..:.I

22.9alqam 'alqam bitter ~
23. A9mas 'a/mas poor-sighted (sing.) ~I

24.9amsain tamsain poor-sighted (pI.) ~
25.9ammous iam~s poor-sighted person ~
26. Aqrat 'aqrat a person with a lisp c.~

27. A9raj 'a'araj a lame person (m.) ~I

28.9areed (ar(4 broad ~
29. Asmar 'asmar brown-skinned/dark "....-1

30 Atrash 'atra~ the deaf ..;."...J..l

31. Bannourah banura glass 4~

32. Bouz buz the big mouthed ~
33. Faasid fa~id vein cutter .a....-.-&t

34. Haamid hamid the sour uJoot.

35. Handal ~an~~l the bitter ~
36. Hilou I}ilu the pretty/the sweet ,....J.
37. Hirish hiri~ the huge ..,:..,...a
38.9ikir 'ikir the turbid ~
39. Ja9ar ja'ar the shrieker eI~
40. Milhim milhim having too much meat on ,..-Jo
41. Muqahmish muqa~mi~ toasted (bread) ";'-u.i.
42. Murrah mura the bitter (f.) ."...-.
43. Natshe nat~e the snatching ~
44. Qamhawi qam~awi wheat-colored ..uL-i

45. Qass qa~ the breast bones v-J

46. Raasikh rasib deeply fixed c--I"

47. Sader sadr first-place occupant eI~

48. Saa9id ~a'(d the strong-armed .'--
49.Sayyaah ~aya~ shrieker/caller ~'--50. Shaayib ~ayib grey-haired "t"":~

51 Sughayyar ~ugayar the younger .r.i'--
52. Taweel !aw1l tall ~
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53. Tuhul \u~ul the spleen J--..:..k
54.9utur Cutur perfume ~
55. Za9aqeeq za'aq(q shrieker .>-:i~;

b. Personality Characteristics

1. Abu-Dhahab 'abu-qahab father of gold ,:---A") 1':'

2. Abu-Habeeb 'abu-~abib father of the beloved ~1':1

3. Abu-Haseeb 'abu-~asib father of the esteemed ~1':'

4. Abu-Hulwah 'abu-~ulwa father of the sweet (f.) ~1':'

5. Abu-Mirmish 'abu-mirmi~ father of the twinkler ~ ..•• ,.,'
6. Abu-Muhsin 'abu-mihsin father of the benefactor ':--1':'

7. Abu-Naa9sah 'abu-na~e father of the sleep (f.) _\,,;, ~l

8. Abu-Ghdaib 'abu-g~aib father of the angry ~1':'

9. Abu-Rahmah 'abu-ra~me father of mercy (f.) ~",.,'
10. Abu-Raadi 'abu-radi father of the satisfied ..,...1" 1':'

11. Abu-Samaaha 'abu-samaha father of good manners •• l..-1':'

12. Abu-Shareefa 'abu-~ar(fa father of the honest (f.) a..r1':'
13. Abu-Subuh 'abu-~ubu~ father of the morning cr---""
14. Abu-Sukkar 'abu-sukar father of sugar .J-- 1':'

15. Abu-Tayyib 'abu-\ayib father of the good ~,.,I
16.9aalim 'alim learned man r---Jl..
17.9aaqil ~qil a man of reason J-il.

18.9aasi iasi disobedien t/obstina te v--I.

19.9ateeq t'ai(q old (m.) ~
20.9azza 'aza dear (f.) .~
21. Barakah baraka blessing (f.) e.--S,,:

22. Barakaat barakat blessing (f. pl.) .:.L..S,,:

23. Batal batal hero ~
24. Faddah fa4a silver ~
25. Ghadbaan gaqban angry .:J~

26. Ghaanim ganim winner ,....:w
27. Ghunaim ~umaim small winner ~
28. Hammoudah hamuda the little sour ~,-
29. Hannoun ~anun' flowers/merciful ~
30. Hawwaash hawa~ fighter vt';'-

31. Hazeen haz(n sad (m. sg.) ~
32. Jada9 iada'a brave (m. sg.) t.~
33. Kamaal kamcH perfectness JL..S

34. Kaarmi karmi hospitable (m. sg.) ..,-,,1S
35. Khair hair hospitable (m. sg.) ~

"36. Khateeb hatlb speaker ~
37. Mabrouk ~~bruk blessed (m. sg.) ~
38. Madmouj madmuj merger/blender (;;1--..10

39. Mannaa9 mana'a prohibitor toL..!.
40. Mansour mansur victor ~
41. Maqboul maqbul accepted ~
42. Masaageed masa'{d happy man -¥L.-
43. Muhaisin mul)aisin small benefactor v----..-
44. Muslih mu~li~ reformer c:L-
45. Nasr na~r victory ~
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46. Nassaar na~ar supporter Jt.-.::

47. Naseef naslf just -.4---1;

48. Naasir na~ir one who brings victory .---1;
49. Nazzaal nazal descender J~
SO.Qatu qatu kitten .t---.I..I

51. Qutub qutub pole ~
52. Rabaah raba!} winner r;L..-...u

53. Rasheed raUd wise ~"
54. Saabir sabir patient ,r-l--..

55. Salaameh ~alame safety •• )I......-

56.S9aadeh sa(ade happiness ,•.IL...-

57. Saadiq ~adiq honest .;.»l.--

58.Sageed sacrd happy ~
59. Saa?ih sa'il) tourist C"L-
60. Salaah salah reformer r;~

61. Salmaan ~alm'an safe \)a..L--
62. Sal90us saltus colI. little, ~

disrespectable
*cL.-62. Saaymeh ~ayme fasting woman
~64. Sayyid sayid lord

65.Shadeed ~ad{d strict ~~
66. Shaahid ~ahid witness ~~
67. Sharaf ~araf honor ..J----:
68. Shareef ~ar1f noble man ~
69. Taahir !ahir pure ,---Au.
70. Taayih tayih lost ~l;

71. Yageesh ya(i~ he lives ~

5. Plants

1. Abu-9ajra 'abu-'ajra father of the unripe fruit ,~~I

2. Abu-9adas 'abu.l'adas father of lentils v-~ ~I

3. Abu-Hummus 'abu-!}umu~ father of chickpeas ~1:1

4. Abu-Laimoun 'abu-Iaimun father of lemons ~~I

5. Abu-Sabrah 'abu-sagra father of cactus 'or.-- ~I

6. Abu-Teen 'abu-tin father of figs ~1:1

7. Abu-Zaitoun 'abu-zaitun father of olives .:,o:.u ~I

8.9adas 4"adas lentils v-~

9. Baamya bamya okra ---.-It
10. Bizra bizra seed ....;-,.
11. Foul ful fava beans J,.J
12. Hannounah han una a flower ~
13. Hasheesh ha~l~ grass ~
14. Kousa kusa squash ~
15. Loaz 16z almonds ;,....J
16. Na9na9 naf'nal mint ~
17. Qamha qam~a a grain of wheat --a
18. Qamhiyyah qam~iya pertaining to wheat -.-.
19. Qanabeeta qanab{!a a cauliflower ~
20. Qurunful/a qurunful/a a carnation ...Ja;~/~.}
21. Quttaineh qutaine a dried fig ~
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22. Ruzzah ruze a grain of rice -.AI
23. Zaitouneh zaitune an olive ~
24. Za9rour za',frur hawthorne ...,..;
25. Tuffaaha tufal}a an apple &.--\i:;

26. Busailah bu~aile a small onion ~.
27.Sabaarneh sabarne cactus growers ':',J'=--
28. Za9tar ~a(ater thyme ,;-;
29. zawaaneh zawane seed of a weed found with .:.':Ii

wheat and other grains

6. Food

1. Abu-baid 'abu-baic' father of eggs ~6':Jo!'

2. Abu-9ajeen 'abu-'aj(n father of dough .~~I

3. Abu-9asal 'abu-"'asal father of honey J--~'
4. Abu-Jubne 'abu-jubne father of cheese ~>:l

5. Abu-Laban 'abu-laban father of milk ~>:'

6. Abu-Khubiz 'abu-hubiz father of bread ~~,
"7. Abu-Qurs 'abu-qur~ father of a round cake "",j ~,

8. Dibs dibs molasses v---: .J

9. Falaafil fahlfil fried chickpea mix Ji)l;

10. Fataayir fatayir turnover (pastry) u.o-11. Halaaweh ~alawe halvah .,~
12. Labaniyyah labaniye concentrated yogurt ~
13. Mujjaddara mujadara rice and lentils ;,J~

7. Natural Phenomena

1. Abu-Jabal 'abu-jabal father of a mountain
~Jo:"

2. Abu-Joarah 'abu-jora father of a pit .~ Jo:'I

3. Abu-Naar 'abu-nar fa ther of fire ,JL; Jo:"

4. Abu-Ra9d 'abu-rard father of thunder .,J ~I

5. Abu-Sakhr 'abu-sahr father of rock ~Jo:'I
• v6. Bahr balJr sea ~

7. Barq barq lightning .;~

8. Dabash daba~ rocks V-:.J

9. Nour nur light ."..:.
10. NJujoum n\ujum stars ~
11. Sabaah sabah morning c:~

12. Shihaab ~ihab' comet ,,:,,4---:

13. Thalji talji snowy ~

8. Historical

1. Saleebi ~alrbi Crusader

9. Places

1. Ajjouri fajuri a person from Ajjour ~
2. Ammouri tamuri a person from Ammourya ""-
3. Anabtawi 'anabtawi a person from Anabta t:..:.&» •
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4. Anbousi 'anbusi a person from Ainabous ~
5. Asqalaan I'asquhin a person from Asqalaan ~~
6. Artoufi 'artufi a person from Artouf ..;,:...-

7. Atteeli (atUi a person from Atteel ~
8. Awartaani tawarhini a person from Awarta .....jt:;1

9. Bedawi bedawi bedouin "oJ.:

10. Bairouti bairuti a person from Beirut ~
11. Baghadaadi bagdadi a person from Baghdad .ul.u.:

12. Burqaawi b,urqawi a person from Burqa ~~,.
13. Ghazzaawi gazawi a person from Gaza ",!.iJ
14. Hijaaz ~ijaz Hejaz (Western Saudi \Li~

Arabia)
15. Halabi halabi a person from Aleppo ~.

(Syria)
16. Hijjaawi ~ijawi a person from Hijja l.!:l~

17. Hindi hindi a person from India aS~

18. Houssani ttusani a person from Husan .;L..,...
19. Jayyousi jay6si a person from Jayus ~
20. Khaleeli halili a person from Hebron ~~
21. Majdalaawi majdalawi a person from Majdal .u~~
22. Maghribi magribi a person from Morocco ~
23. Masri ma~ri a person from Egypt w--
24. Nabulsi nabulsi a person from Nablus ..,-l:t

25. Qabalawi qabalawi a person from Qabalaan .sJ~
26. Qoqaasi qoqasi a person from the Caucasus ~u ••.•
27. Ranteesi rantlisi a person from Rantis v---r-J
28. Rishmaawi ri~mawi a person from Rishma ~c........a.l
29. Saffouri safuri a person from Safurya cUI--

30. Saahili sa~iIi a person from Saahil (coast) ,ylM-

31. Sailaawi sailawi a person from Sailat el- ~~
Haarithiyya

32.Sageedi sa({di a person from Sageed as+---

(Southern Egypt)
33. Sa9uudi sa'udi a person from Saudi Arabia aS~

34. Shaami ~ami a person from Shaam (Syria) .".~
35. Sweiti swaiti a person from Asyout (Egypt) ~
36. Tilyaani tilia~i a person from Italy ~I.,JJ.

Note: All the placenames in the list above refer to cities, towns and villages in the West
Bank and Gaza unless otherwise indicated.

10. Religious

In the following religious surnames, "submitted to" is abbreviated to "sub to."

1. Aabeen
2. Abdullah
3. Abdul-Baaqi
4. Abdul-Daayim
5. Abdul-Fattaah

iabdin
'abdula
labdul-baqi
'abdul-dayim
(abdul-fata~

worshippers
sub to God
sub to the Everlasting (God)
sub to the Everlasting (God)
sub to the Enlightened (God)

.:--oJ.:l.
a.-...1J1¥
Jl:JI¥

,.,I~I¥

cW1¥
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6. Abdul-Haadi {abdul-hadi sub to the guide (God) .s,,)L,J' -¥

7. Abdul-Haqq tabdul-~aq sub to the True (God) J.-eI' -¥

8. Abdul-Hayy 'abdul-hay sub to the Living (God) ",-:.J,-¥

9. Abdul-Jabbaar ~bdul-jabar sub to the Mighty (God) ,,~'-¥

10. Abdul-Jaleel Cabdul-jal{l sub to the Sublime (God) ~I-¥

11. Abdul-Khaaliq tabdul-haliq sub to the Creator (God) ~L;JI o¥

12. Abdul-Mu9ti 'abdul-';;u'ti sub to the Giver (God) .;..-JI-¥

13. Abdul-Qaadir 'abdul-qadir sub to the Able (God) ",,)5.1' ~

14. Abed-Rabbou 'abed-rabu sub to his Lord (God) -." -¥
15. Abed-Raheem 'abdul-rah{m sub to the Merciful (God) ~)I~

16. Abdul-Razzaaq 'abdul-raaq sub to the sustainer (God) J!uJI-¥

17. Abdul-Salaam 'abdul-salam sub to the Peace (God) ,)WI -¥

18. Abdul-Samad 'abd ul-samad sub to the Eternal (God) ~I-¥

19. Abu-al-Huda 'abu-al-huda father of guidance .soLtJ1 -¥

20. Ata-Allah (ata"ala gift of God &....-1J,u.

21. Fath-Allah fath-ala victory of God --.1J1 r?i
22. Fuqaha fuq~ha Muslim theologians l.-.-tM

23. Haj Hamad 4aj ~amed Haj Hamed ~~~
24. Hajj ~aj one who made the pilgrimage lZ~

to Mecca in Saudi Arabia
25. Hamdallah hamdala thanks be to God e.--UI ~

26. Hanbali 6anbali follower of the Hanbali sect of Islam ~
(after Ahmad ibn Hanbal)

27. Hajji ~aji my haj (see 24 above) ~ ...
28. Haashim ha~im ancestor of the ,..........:lA

Prophet Muhammad
29. Hirzaliah ~irzala in the safety of God -..LII ~

30. Jaadallah jadala bounty of God &...-1J1,)4-
31. Jum9a jum/a Friday ~
32. Aunallah 'aunala God's help &...--1J1~
33. Nasrallah na~rala God's victory ---.lI' ,.....;
34.Sa9dalla sal'ada1ci happiness from God -..lIt .s...-
35. Saalih salih reformer

elL-
36. Saayma ~ay~e a fasting woman ..,l-.-
37. Shaafi9i ~afi'i follower of the Shaafi9i ~~sect of Islam
38.Sha9baan ~a'aban a month in the Muslim ,,;,~

calendar
39. Shaikha ~ai1~a wise woman ~~
40. Shaikh ~aih wise man ~
41. Shihaab-id-Deen sihcfb-id-dfl1 the star of religion ~~t~~

42.Shukrallah ~ukrala thanks be to God ---.ut ,}--:.

43. Tameemi tam{mi follower of Tameem al-Daari, ~
one of the companions of the
Prophet Muhammad

11. Foreign (Non-Arabic)

1. Aagha 'aga Turkish title (cf. Pasha) L..-jT

2. Baazyaan bazyan Armenian name ,,;,L-.;l,

3. Iskandar 'iskender Turkish form of Alexander ".l:.1..t
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4. Khaazindaar hazindar storekeeper )~,;>
ttl

5. Qaawuqji qawuqji maker of qaawuqs ~Ci
(kind of hats)

6. Kababji kababji kebab maker ~
7.Shakhsheer ~ah~{r baggy trousers Jr--~

'"8. Shorbaji ~orbaji soup maker ~~
9. Yameen yemen right (opposite of left) ~

12. Unknown

1. Battaah batal} L.J:.c .
2. Bushnaaq bu~naq J~
3. Bustaami bu~tami "'~4. Dadou dedu J~,J

5. Dardouk derduk ~,)",J

6. Haajim hajim ~t.
7. Sarakji sarakji

~r
8. Shalhoub ~alhub ~
9. Jaanim janim r--:.4-

10. Taffaal tafal JL...:'iJ"


